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Royal Borough of Kensington & Chelsea
Give My View Executive Summary

440
Free-text

comments 

In relation to what
people like most about

the borough, 95% of
voters chose either The

location or Unique
architecture

Local Plan
24.11.20

The community thinks
that RBKC needs Green
space most of all, with

48% of votes. 
Homes for the elderly

was the lowest
priority, with 21%

Key Insights
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Digital Engagement
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Earl's Court Ladbroke Grove
& Kensal

Notting Hill
Holland Park
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787
Community

voters

Across the borough, the
primary environmental

concerns are Air quality,
Green space &

biodiversity & Traffic
congestion

576
 Redevelopment

voters



Data Snapshot

Food & the evenings
More restaurant and leisure
uses was the number one
priority across the entire
borough for town centres

Affordability of rent 
All areas of the borough
elected 'Affordability of rent'
as the issue that is most
important to them. It had 52%
of all votes

Substandard accommodation is a no
Across all areas of the borough, the community
largely agrees that a building providing
substandard accommodation is a characteristic
that would be make it suitable for redevelopment

Prioritising for new developments
This was an area of varying opinion across the
borough.
E.g. 'Preservation of heritage' was  the top
priority for Chelsea & Kensington, whilst
'Affordability' was key priority for Ladbroke Grove
& Kensal residents

Qualitative Data Snapshot

Site suggestions

Overdevelopment & bad design

Buildings that are liked
The two blocks Campden Hill Gate on Duchess
of Bedford Walk which are well managed. Nice
green surrounding. Not tightly packed. Nice
clean surroundings and the building
architecture is well balanced.

I think that the dead-end section on the West
section of Philimore walk should be
redevelopped in the same way that Pavillion
road was developped in order to make it a
pedestrian area with outdoor dining.

Kensington leisure centre Well designed while
remaining functional, pragmatic, elegant public
spaces, low rise.

The ones I can think of are horrible. I cannot believe the old
apartment block on Holland Park was ripped down and these
vulgar single homes built in their place. Likewise for ripping down
Kensington odeon

Nothing comes to mind. I’m more
interested in the Georgian/Victorian
architecture in this borough and its
preservation, namely Empress Place which
is facing demolition in favour of a probable
monstrosity.

The barracks. It’s a very large unattractive building and not fit for
purpose in today’s day and age. It would more suited to have
community facilities for the people who live in the area around the
park.

Admiral Vernon building - it is run down and
dirty and makes the market look shabby

There are none, and I hope the huge hotel
in Hammersmith is refused planning

The majority of the new buildings are a blight on the landscape
destroying what was once an architecturally beautiful and unique
borough.

Community,
culture &

service
68 mentions 

Earl's Court
33 mentions 

Sites &
suggestions

82 comments

Overdevelopment
& designs

30 ideas

I think the renovation of the buildings which house cafes just
by Notting hill gate is great. Looks so good and has kept the
original feel of the building (guessing from the 60s?). Please do
more of this rather than tearing down and building new.

Everyman cinema. Nice choice of bricks and it adds a design
element to the vicinity

Havona House, Pembridge Villas, as it is built in a traditional
style

The corner of Sydney Street and Kings Road and the building
adjacent to Kings Road fire station and Kings Walk Shopping
Mall. All could deliver more residential units. Retail is on the
wane and change of use to residential will deliver more units.

Leighton HouseChelsea Academy, Lots Road. Uses
traditional brick and blends into local area. Design museum

The Ink Building
Kensington Academy. I like the design and
placement of it

Holland Park villas. It location, exterior looks
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